Welcome
Heritage Estates and Oliver Farms Flooding
and Preliminary Design Study

Public Information Centre #3 (PIC)
View displays and discuss the study with project staff
Feel free to ask questions and fill out a comment sheet

Purpose of Tonight’s Meeting
• To allow residents to provide feedback on the proposed pond in
Heritage Park and proposed storm system improvements in Oliver Farms
• To present conceptual plans of the proposed pond solution as well as
expanded options in lieu of the pond.
• Hear from you! Your input is very important.

Purpose of Our Study
•

To investigate the cause and solutions to
basement flooding resulting from rainfall
events that occurred in August of 2014 and
July of 2015.

•

To complete a preliminary design of the
Oliver Farms area, including road
reconstruction, new sidewalks, watermain
replacement, storm sewer replacement
and evaluation of existing street lighting to
meet current Town Standards.

Study Area

HERITAGE
ESTATES
OLIVER
FARMS

Municipal Class Environmental
Assessment Process
•

The Town will meet the requirements of Ontario’s Environmental Assessment (EA)
Act for infrastructure projects.

•

The project has been revised from a Schedule A+ to Schedule B which requires
completion of Phases 1 and 2 of the Class EA process as set out by the Municipal
Engineers Association. We are currently in the Phase 2 stage.

•

The EA process is an opportunity for the public and agencies to provide input.
Consultation is facilitated via two rounds of Public Information Centres (PICs).

We are here

PHASE 1
Problem Or
Opportunity
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Alternative
Solutions
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Select
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Submit Final
Report to
Council

Implementatio
n

Investigating Basement Flooding:
The Steps Involved
Many steps are involved in the study before solutions can be recommended.
This work includes:
•

Collect and review background data on storm drainage systems designs and construction
records, rainfall data, soil conditions and flooding history.

•

Develop computer models to analyze the causes of flooding and to predict flows under
various weather conditions;

•

Develop and receive feedback on the initial assessment of the existing storm drainage
system and potential causes of flooding (Public Information Centre No. 1)

•

Develop and receive feedback on potential alternatives to address the issue of flooding

•

Undertake assessment and refinement of alternatives
(Tonight’s Public Information Centre No. 3); and

•

Finalize the study recommendations based on input from the public and review agencies.

We
Are
Here

Causes of Flooding
The exact cause of basement flooding at each individual home is difficult to
identify and can be a result of one or many circumstances. The findings of
our study suggest the following:
•

The primary cause of the basement flooding is believed to be deficient private drainage systems (i.e. –
cracked pipes, sump pump failure, tree roots, grading around the house, etc.)

•

The rainfall intensities that were experienced at the study area for August 11, 2014 and July 25, 2015
storm events significantly exceeded the sewer design capacity – resulting in significant surcharging and
surface ponding.

•

Surface ponding in itself is not a cause of basement flooding, however it can stress the private
drainage system and aggravate any existing deficiencies.

The most effective way to reduce the risk of flooding involves a two-part solution that aims to:
Solution A. Maintain/Improve private drainage systems to ensure adequate drainage of
surface, roof and groundwater around the home, supplemented with;

Solution B. Improvements to the Town’s stormwater system to reduce the duration and
frequency of sewer surcharging during intense rainfall events – thereby alleviating
stress on the private drainage systems.

Overview of Potential Solutions
Maintaining Private Drainage Systems
Maintaining private drainage systems to ensure that surface
water and groundwater surrounding the home is directed away
from the home and towards the roadway/storm sewer system.

Improving Conveyance Capacity
Improving conveyance capacity or limiting stormwater inflow
to the storm sewer system to limit the amount and frequency
of sewer surcharging.

Adding Storage Capacity
Adding storage capacity within the system to temporarily detain
runoff from high intensity rainfall events and reduce peak flows to
the storm sewer.

Refer to PIC#2 Boards for details of Solution A and previously
presented Options 1-3,4a-4d considered for Solution B. Visit the
Town’s website to view Boards or request a handout from project staff.

Potential Solution B – Option 4d

ADD LARGE WET POND IN HERITAGE PARK – STANDARD STORM SEWER
DESIGN IN OLIVER FARMS AND GREENWAY

Evaluation of Solution
Natural Environment:
•
Improved surface water quality via wet pond
treatment
Socio-Cultural:
•
Disruption to Heritage park and greenway
during construction
•
Wet pond can be an aesthetic feature and
amenity to park
•
Large wet pond eliminates baseball diamond
– can be replaced at another park within
community
•
Limited disruption to community during
construction (noise, access to homes, muddy
streets)
Technical:
•
Limited amount of sewer replacement
reduces likelihood of conflicts with existing
underground infrastructure
•
All options provide a similar reduction overall
sewer surcharge and surface ponding
•
Storage facilities within Heritage park will result
in a decreased outflow to outlet (Lepain
Drain)
Economic:
•
Lowest capital cost of all Options @ $0.64M
(Low: $0.64M, High: $6.9M)
•
Increased operating and maintenance costs
for storage facilities
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Wet Pond Design Approach & Benefits
Naturalized Landscape Design Approach
• This includes the application of native wet and dry meadow seed mixtures, native aquatic plants as well
as, native shrub and tree species.
• The intention is to create habitat for local wildlife species and a community amenity, while at the same
time addressing the Town’s stormwater management requirements.

Benefits
• A naturalized storm water management pond is a form of green infrastructure and low impact
development (LID) that provides a wealth of economic, social, environmental and health benefits. The
following list identifies benefits relevant to this site:
• Slows conveyance of stormwater to larger water bodies reducing occurrences of flooding and the likelihood of
erosion downstream;
• Provides residential flood protection;
• Purifies storm water by capturing sediment and removing pollutants such as oil and grease before they enter natural
creeks and rivers;
• Supports habitat for local wildlife species including birds, butterflies, turtles and frogs;
• Improves species biodiversity and air quality;
• Establishes a local amenity to observe nature including seasonal changes to plants and animals;
• Provides health benefits associated with connecting with nature;
• Creates a buffer from existing active park uses for residential properties backing onto the open space block.

Wet Pond Concerns and
Mitigating Measures
Concern: Loss of recreational uses within the park and socializing opportunities
Mitigating Measures:
• The picnic area, playground, basketball court and the open space surrounding these existing park features will
not be affected by the addition of a naturalized wet pond.
• The pedestrian connection into the park from Heritage Drive will remain in place.
• The walking pathway connection to Montgomery Drive will be realigned within Heritage Park to preserve the
connection to park features and use by dog walkers.
• The pond will replace an existing baseball diamond and soccer pitch. James Jenner Park will continue to act as
the neighbourhood baseball facility and Sandwich West Park will remain the local soccer pitch.

Concern: Safety with regard to swimming and ice skating
Mitigating Measures:
• The pond design will address safety concerns by integrating dense shrub planting and tall grasses on the pond
side slopes and a heavily vegetated edge condition to make reaching the water difficult for a child.
• Signage will be posted indicating safety hazards and permitted uses / activities (swimming, ice skating and fishing
will be indicated as activities which are not permitted).
• An aquatic safety bench is a standard design element that is provided around the pond edge. This is a shallow,
relatively level area provided before reaching deeper areas of the pond. The pond will also be well offset from
existing active park features to separate areas of use.

Wet Pond Concerns and
Mitigating Measures (cont’d)
Concern: Potential algae growth and odours
Mitigating Measures:
• Signs will be posted to indicate that dumping of waste is not permitted.
• Regular maintenance of the pond will ensure that undesirable conditions are remedied.
• Aquatic species naturally shade water, thus reducing water temperatures, and add oxygen to the system. They also
provide the benefit of nutrient uptake (i.e. phosphorus and nitrogen), which prevents the over production of algae
and potential for odours.

Concern: Proliferation of mosquitos, attraction of geese and fish species
Mitigating Measures:
• Mosquitos breed in shallow stagnant pools of water, which can include low depressions in lawn areas, bird baths,
unmaintained swimming and wading pools, ditches that become clogged, catch basins and rain gutters.
• Storm water ponds are not typically suitable mosquito breeding sites due to changing water levels and exposure to
wind (i.e. natural surface water movement).
• Geese prefer areas where cut turf grass is present to easily land and for feeding on tender young grass. The
naturalized approach to pond restoration is a natural deterrent method for geese. It creates a natural barrier for
access to the water’s edge and provides course native grasses that are not as palatable to geese. The naturalized
landscape design method will deter use by geese and thus avoid the issue with fecal matter. (Environment
Canada’s Handbook for Canada and Cackling Greece: Management and Population Control in Southern Canada,
https://www.ec.gc.ca/mbc-com/default.asp?lang=En&n=02000076-1&offset=3&toc=show#_toc070102)
• The storm water retention pond is not intended for fish habitat and is generally not suitable due to a lack of spawning
areas, and fluctuating water and pH levels.

Potential Solution B – Option 4d2

ADD SMALL WET POND IN HERITAGE PARK – UNDERGROUND STORAGE
CHAMBERS IN OLIVER FARMS

Evaluation of Solution
Natural Environment:
•
Improved surface water quality via wet pond
treatment and storage chamber treatment/
infiltration
Socio-Cultural:
•
Disruption to Heritage park and greenway
during construction
•
Wet pond can be an aesthetic feature and
amenity to park
•
Small wet pond eliminates baseball diamond
but maintains soccer pitch and large
greenspace
•
Underground storage in Oliver Farms reduces
impact to Heritage park.
•
Limited disruption to community during
construction (noise, access to homes, muddy
streets)
Technical:
•
Limited amount of sewer replacement
reduces likelihood of conflicts with existing
underground infrastructure
•
All options provide a similar reduction overall
sewer surcharge and surface ponding.
•
Storage facilities within Heritage
park/greenway and Oliver Farms will result in
a decreased outflow to outlet (Lepain Drain)
Economic:
•
2nd lowest capital cost of all Options @ $1.3M
(Low: $0.64M, High: $7.3M)
•
Increased operating and maintenance costs
for storage facilities
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Potential Solution B – Option 4e

ADD FULL UNDERGROUND STORAGE IN HERITAGE PARK & GREENWAY –
STANDARD STORM SEWER DESIGN IN OLIVER FARMS

Evaluation of Solution
Natural Environment:
•
Improved surface water quality via storage
chamber treatment/ infiltration
Socio-Cultural:
•
Disruption to Heritage park and greenway
during construction
•
Full underground storage will maintain the
current condition of Heritage park
•
Limited disruption to community during
construction (noise, access to homes, muddy
streets)
Technical:
•
Limited amount of sewer replacement
reduces likelihood of conflicts with existing
underground infrastructure
•
All options provide a similar reduction overall
sewer surcharge and surface ponding
•
Storage facilities within Heritage
park/greenway will result in a decreased
outflow to outlet (Lepain Drain)
Economic:
•
Highest capital cost of all Options @ $7.3M
(Low: $0.64M, High: $7.3M)
•
Increased operating and maintenance costs
for storage facilities
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Potential Solution B – Option 4e2

ADD FULL UNDERGROUND STORAGE IN HERITAGE PARK & GREENWAY –
UNDERGROUND STORAGE CHAMBERS IN OLIVER FARMS

Evaluation of Solution
Natural Environment:
•
Improved surface water quality via storage
chamber treatment/ infiltration
Socio-Cultural:
•
Disruption to Heritage park and greenway
during construction
•
Full underground storage will maintain the
current condition of Heritage park
•
Limited disruption to community during
construction (noise, access to homes, muddy
streets)
Technical:
•
Limited amount of sewer replacement
reduces likelihood of conflicts with existing
underground infrastructure
•
All options provide a similar reduction overall
sewer surcharge and surface ponding
•
Storage facilities within Heritage
park/greenway and Oliver Farms will result in
a decreased outflow to outlet (Lepain Drain)
Economic:
•
Capital cost of $5.7M (Low: $0.64M, High:
$7.3M)
•
Increased operating and maintenance costs
for storage facilities
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Potential Solution B – Option 4f

ADD UNDERGROUND WITH DRY POND IN HERITAGE PARK – STANDARD
STORM SEWER DESIGN IN OLIVER FARMS

Evaluation of Solution
Natural Environment:
•
Improved surface water quality via storage
chamber treatment/ infiltration
Socio-Cultural:
•
Disruption to Heritage park and greenway
during construction
•
Dry pond & underground storage maintains
soccer pitch and large greenspace within a
shallow depressed area
•
Limited disruption to community during
construction (noise, access to homes, muddy
streets)
Technical:
•
Limited amount of sewer replacement
reduces likelihood of conflicts with existing
underground infrastructure
•
All options provide a similar reduction overall
sewer surcharge and surface ponding
•
Storage facilities within Heritage
park/greenway will result in a decreased
outflow to outlet (Lepain Drain)
Economic:
•
Capital cost of $3.6M (Low: $0.64M, High:
$7.3M)
•
Increased operating and maintenance costs
for storage facilities
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Potential Solution B – Option 4f2

ADD UNDERGROUND WITH DRY POND IN HERITAGE PARK –
UNDERGROUND STORAGE CHAMBERS IN OLIVER FARMS

Evaluation of Solution
Natural Environment:
•
Improved surface water quality via storage
chamber treatment/ infiltration
Socio-Cultural:
•
Disruption to Heritage park and greenway
during construction
•
Dry pond & underground storage maintains
soccer pitch and large greenspace within a
shallow depressed area
•
Limited disruption to community during
construction (noise, access to homes, muddy
streets)
Technical:
•
Limited amount of sewer replacement
reduces likelihood of conflicts with existing
underground infrastructure
•
All options provide a similar reduction overall
sewer surcharge and surface ponding
•
Storage facilities within Heritage
park/greenway will result in a decreased
outflow to outlet (Lepain Drain)
Economic:
•
Capital cost of $2.0M (Low: $0.64M, High:
$7.3M)
•
Increased operating and maintenance costs
for storage facilities

Oliver
Farms Area

Diverted
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Potential Solution B – Option 4g

DO NOTHING IN HERITAGE PARK – UNDERGROUND STORAGE CHAMBERS
IN OLIVER FARMS

Evaluation of Solution
Natural Environment:
•
Improved surface water quality via storage
chamber treatment/ infiltration
Socio-Cultural:
•
No disruption to Heritage park and greenway
•
No disruption to community during
construction (noise, access to homes, muddy
streets)
Technical:
•
Chambers in Oliver Farms will attenuate peak
flows to Heritage Estates storm sewer system
and provide some level of relief.
•
Heritage Estates will continue to experience
sewer surcharge and surface ponding during
high intensity events, including the 5 Year
Design Storm.
Economic:
•
No cost for flooding relief measures in
Heritage Estates.
•
Increased operating and maintenance costs
for storage facilities

Oliver
Farms Area

Preliminary Opinion of Probable Cost
Summary of Expanded Options
Option 4d: Large Wet Pond in Heritage Park – Standard Storm Sewer in Oliver Farms
Option 4d2: Small Wet Pond in Heritage Park – StormTech Chambers in Oliver Farms
Option 4e: Full Underground Storage – Standard Storm Sewer in Oliver Farms
Option 4e2: Full Underground Storage – StormTech Chambers in Oliver Farms
Options 4f: Underground Storage with Shallow Dry Pond in Heritage Park – Standard Storm Sewer in Oliver Farms
Options 4f2: Underground Storage with Shallow Dry Pond in Heritage Park – StormTech Chambers in Oliver Farms
Oliver Storm System

Options
4d

4d2
4e
4e2

4f

4f2
4g

Cost
$
1,953,000
$
3,600,000
$
1,953,000
$
3,600,000
$
1,953,000
$
3,600,000
$
3,600,000

Storage
Storage Type
Volume (m3)
910

STM sewer

10,000

StormTech

910

STM sewer

10,000

StormTech

910

STM sewer

10,000

StormTech

10,000

StormTech

Greenway Storm System

Cost
$
1,997,000
$
1,224,000
$
3,240,000
$
3,240,000
$
3,240,000
$
1,944,000
$
-

Storage
Storage Type
Volume (m3)
2,000

STM sewer

3,400

StormTech

9,000

StormTech

9,000

StormTech

9,000

Heritage Storm Heritage Park
Sewer Diversion Outlet Sewer

Heritage Park Storage

StormTech

5,400

StormTech

-

-

Cost
$
476,000
$
252,000
$
5,940,000
$
2,664,000
$
246,000
$
1,980,000
$
246,000
$
-

Storage
Storage Type
Volume (m3)
23,500

13,000

Large wet
pond
Small wet
pond

16,500

StormTech

7,400

StormTech

11,000

Dry pond

5,500

StormTech

11,000

Dry pond

-

-

Cost

Cost

$
865,000
$
865,000
$
865,000
$
865,000

$
110,000
$
110,000
$
110,000
$
110,000

$
865,000

$
110,000

$
865,000
$
-

$
110,000
$
-

Overall Stormwater System
TOTAL
STORAGE
VOLUME (m3)
26,410

26,400
26,410
26,400

26,410

26,400
10,000

TOTAL
STORWATER
COST1
$
5,401,000
$
6,051,000
$
12,108,000
$
10,479,000

NET FLOODING
RELIEF COST2
$
640,000
$
1,290,000
$
7,347,000
$
5,718,000

$
8,394,000

$
3,633,000

$
6,765,000
$
3,600,000

$
2,004,000
$
-

Note 1: The Total Stormwater Cost represents the total cost to improve the stormwater systems in Oliver Farms and Heritage Estates.
Note 2: The Net Flooding Relief Cost represents the relative cost to implement the flooding solution – which excludes the Oliver Farms sewer replacement, new
Oliver Farms outlet and Oliver Farms Stormwater Management (SWM) measures.
It is important to note that any and all options presented have not been included in any current capital plan approved by Council. In developing
a financial strategy to implement any solution the Town will require assistance/funding from senior levels of government, will need to issue debt to
fund the ultimate solution, or otherwise re-prioritize existing projects. Given these financial circumstances and realities the construction of any
solution will be beyond the 5 year horizon unless significant senior government funding is obtained, other projects are re-prioritized, debt issued
and/or taxes are increased to fund the final recommended solution.

Preferred Solution B – Option 4d2
ADD SMALL WET POND IN HERITAGE PARK – UNDERGROUND STORAGE
CHAMBERS IN OLIVER FARMS
Preferred Solution – Adding Storage Capacity to the Existing Stormwater System
• It is preferred to address stormwater management requirements at the source via additional storage capacity. Option 4 contains many sub-options
(Options 4a to 4f) which provides various alternatives to provide additional storage capacity.
• Options 1 to 3 improve conveyance capacity of the stormwater system to more effectively divert stormwater from Heritage Estates and Oliver Farms
to the downstream receiver (Lepain Drain). These options are not recommended as they simply pass along stormwater management requirements
to the downstream receiver – which would necessitate retrofits to the existing Lepain Pond located immediately south of Holy Cross Elementary
school.
• Lepain Pond retrofit measures would require additional lands beyond the existing pond footprint which would result in the following:
• Expansion of the existing pond onto adjacent land owners, which would result in a more expensive and time consuming study and delay of improvements to the
existing stormwater system.
• Loss of developable lands***
• Loss of Sandwich West Park (primary park) lands
• Depending on the extent of pond expansion required, the pond could also require a pump station.***
*** Potential land costs and pump station costs associated with retrofitting of the existing Lepain Pond. These costs were not considered in the current assessment, yet it
should be acknowledged that these costs could potentially result in a substantial increase to the costs presented in Options 1 to 3.

Selection of Option 4d2 as Preferred Solution
• Provides flooding relief with the most easily implementable solution in terms of accessibility, constructability, timing and relatively low net capital
cost as compared to all the Options @ $1.3M (Low: $0.64M, High: $7.3M).
• Maintains all of Heritage park’s recreational and social features – with the exception of the baseball diamond – while addressing stormwater
management requirements at the source.
• Provides the greatest improvement to surface water quality via wet pond treatment and will provide the current standard of stormwater quality
and quantity control required to implement the proposed improvements to the Oliver Farms storm sewer system.
• Provides the least disruption to the study area and offers many environmental and social benefits.
• Stormwater storage in Heritage Park is ideally located to:
• provide relief to the existing storm system in Heritage Estates
• provide a stormwater management facility for Oliver Farms improvements
• reduce the outflow to the Lepain Drain

Thank You for Attending
We welcome your feedback. Please fill out the comment sheet provided.
Following this PIC, the study team will review and consider your comments in the
assessment of potential solutions and final recommendation for Town Council.
th
Comments will be received until January 20 , 2017.
The final report to Council is tentatively scheduled for February/April 2017.

Contact Information
For more information on this study, to provide your comments, or to be placed on the
project mailing list, please contact:
Peter Marra, Director of Public Works
5950 Malden Road
LaSalle, ON N9H 1S4
Phone: 519-969-7770, E-mail: pmarra@town.lasalle.on.ca
Website: www.town.lasalle.on.ca/en/town-hall/studies-and-special-projects.asp

